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E rrePAN operates, with a great deal 

of passion and extreme competence, 

in the field of metal equipment for the 

cake and bread industry. 

All the necessary operations for the 

working cycle are carried out within the 

company: from design to prototyping, 

from serial production to delivery.

Thanks to long-standing and well-

established experience as well as the use 

of technologically advanced equipment 

we are able to offer a vast range of 

products, all of the highest quality and 

precision. Moreover errePAN is capable 

of satisfying particular requests and client 

specifications.

in love with the perfect shape
A production in perfect shape

baking pan
for plum-cake

+ Wide range of available shapes
made of sheet metal, with flat or rounded
bottom and even with grooved walls

baking pan for ladyfingers

baking pan for tarts

+ Moulds made of sheet metal
with smooth or fluted walls, available
in various sizes

+ Pan made of sheet metal
or stainless steel

+ Available shapes: • mini: 91x21xH7 mm
• classical: 110x28xH7 mm - 110x30xH7 mm



baking pan
for baguettes

+ Pan made of perforated aluminium 10/10
(hole ø 2 mm, pitch 3.5 mm)

+ Frame made of stainless steel

baking pan
for hamburger buns flat baking pan

+ Can be made of any
material and in any size

+ With 2/3/4 edges, straight, flared or inclined

baking pan for soft cake baking pan for muffins

+ Baking pan consisting of
multiple rows

+ Half-spherical shape ø 75xH42 mm made of
aluminized sheet metal

+ Wide range of available
shapes, from ø 48xH22 mm to
ø 80xH40 mm made of aluminized sheet metal

baking pan for croissants

+ Single plate made of aluminium
or aluminized sheet metal 

+ Straight or half-moon shape

frame with tins
for panbauletto

frame with tins for
sandwich loavescake baking frame

+ Deep-drawn tins, straight or grooved,
with flat or rounded bottom

+ Made of aluminized sheet metal

+ examples of available
shapes made of aluminized sheet metal:
• 175(L)x103(W)x110(H)mm
• 230(L)x99(W)x88(H)mm • 280(L)x99(W)x78(H)mm

+ Bent and electro-welded tins made
of sheet metal, can be made in any size

+ Frame equipped with lid

+ Moulds made of sheet metal
available for small hamburgers ø 105xH14 mm,
big hamburgers ø 104xH30 mm, maxi hamburgers ø 125xH25 mm


